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 Ras Mot 
eno  brought 





"I'd like to 






 I'm mostly 
interested  
Moreno 
said,  his daughter 





weren't  the only ones
 to take in 
the scene. 
The  streets of downtown
 San 
Jose were lined 




 trying to catch
 a 
glimpse of the 
Cinco  de Mayo parade. 
The route of 
the parade started from 
the San 
Jose





 Market and San Carlos 
streets to end at 
Woz Way near the 
Children's Discovery 
Museum. The 
parade started at 9 a.m, and lasted
 to 
nearly 
11 a.m. Onlookers were treated to 
non-stop action. 
A festival with stages of bands and 
food  venders was held after the parade 
on 
Almaden
 Boulevard and at 










streets,  people sat on 
the 
curbs, in folded 
chairs  or stood deep in a 
crowd that covered
 the sidewalks. Chris 
Warren, policeman 
for  the San Jose 
Police Department 
Bike Unit, said 
250,000 
people  were 
expected
 for the 
44 
It's always 
been  really safe 
and smooth running. 
Chris 
Warren  







During the ancient 
games, runners (or "her-











ful  On the ( .entennial of the Olympic Torch 
Relay that peace 
was
 delivered to San Jose. 
Neighbors talked with each other, children zoomed 
around on bicycles, and teen-agers Angel Torres and 
Omar Bares 
painted  a sign welcoming the torch to San 
Jose, and the Olympics to the 
United States. 
As the torch was carried down South Sixth Street, the 
crowd cheered and children ran and rode bicycles along 
side it yelling "U -S-A! LJ-S-A!" 
"It's once in a lifetime that
 
(the torch) comes down your 
own street," said a resident of 
South Sixth 
Street.  
The crowd of onlookers along 
San Fernando Street 
could 
readily buy souvenirs and para-
phernalia  a token of 
the  
Games. 
After  the original flame, light-
ed in Greece, 
was  flown to Los 
Angeles it made its way by train
 
to San Jose.
 The train was 
painted in a collage of magen-
ta, purple -blue and gold. The 
flame glimmered in a large 
brass dish visible 
to all who wel-
comed it. 
The torchbearers wound their way from the 
train sta-
tion in San Jose through the 
downtown area and to the 
Children's  Discovery Museum 
and Guadalupe RiVel 
Park where the community
 was welcomed with festivi-
ties.  
The torchbearers
 in the San Jose and Bay 
Area  leg of 
the relay were chosen
 by the Olympic committee 
after  
individuals
 sent in essays stating 
why  someone they knew 




 committee refers to all torch-
bearers as the 
"heroes















2,500 were selected 
through a 
Coca-Cola




Choose?"  and 
the  other 
2,000









When the relay reaches
 
Atlanta, it 
will  have passed 
through 42 
States
 in its 
84 -day








cle and bicycle police 
and 
about three extra lanterns
 




 case the torch
 gets 
extinguished). 
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 added Wu 
ten about 




















ets  played their
 guitars and







 stop for 
the dancers
 to twirl 
their  




Teresa  High 
School
 band 








play their horns and drums
 with fervor. 
The Mount
 Pleasant High 
School  ROTC 











 cars and 
trucks drove slowly 
by so that everyone 
could see their elaborate 
paint  jobs and 
chrome details.
 Children on "Low 








proud  of it 
Putt ii its 





Liberman  makes a 
sale
 on Cinco de Mayo
 at Guadalupe River
 Park. Liberman has
 
been selling flags
 for the past two years








Spartan Daily Staff 
Writer 
100 




 before starting her half -mile run in the Olympic Torch 
relay  on South 
Sixth Street, SJSU
 senior Wendy Kohler points to friends




By Lindy Boisvert 
Spartan Daily Staff Writer 
Wendy Kohler cares about other 
Plc
 pie, that is why she was one of the 
Americans chosen to 
participate  in 
the Olsin . ic torch relay 
team.
 
it will be 
extinguished.  
monies
 in Atlanta where 
Atiantai996.
 






n the eyes of the








 and everyone who 
kill  t 
Working










Kohler plans to 
dedicate  her Ith 
helping individuals master physical 
activities. 





 Back page 
Bo's indecent 
proposal  
Bo Derek says 
she  backed out of a pay
-
per -view TV 
show because the 
distributor demanded she act out 
"raging ur.:nhibited 
nymphomania"  






Spartan Daily Staff Writer 
Alarm 
900 students, alumni and guests were 
treated
 to an end -of -the -
semester entertainment event 
featuring  Tommy Davidson, formerly of 
the Ides is], in show, in Living Color" Saturday night at Morris Dailey 
Auditorium. 
He was introduced by Mohammed Bilal, 26, an MTV "Real World" 
personahn from the 1994 San Francisco segment. Davidson came out 
wearing a SWOL T-shirt with baggy jeans, and black and white Air 
Jordans. He gave the audience a big "hello" and performed
 fur
 one 
hour and did not disappoint his fans. 
saw him on the comedy channel about two weeks ago and said 'if 
he ever comes back here, we're going,'" said SJSU alumna Karen 
Mitchell. Mitchell's husband. Torn, happened to see the flyer at a 





He picked on an interracial couple, joked about many cultural 
stereotypes and touched on everything from 1970s toys, to family 
lilt,
 to 
whites versus blacks, to singing the national anthem to the Spanish Lin -





























three  children raised in a 
single 
parent family in 
1Nashington,  D.C. 
Tommy Davidson,
 32, was encouraged by his 
mother to be lair, bal-
anced and do his best. 










to go for mine," he said. 
He 
went
 for it. In 1991 Davidson 
was  voted one of the "Rising 




Rolling  Stone magazine,
 and was an 
original  in Living 















at lo ol s 
ill I 










Ame  along. he 
said.  
"It was  run. 
(The \\ 
as ans 




















 it did not Mallet %s  lit, Was in  the 
particular  sketch, he said. 
When the h Wits t 
hanged.
 the sketches changed and the downward
 spi-
ral began. he said. 
Davidson said he 
thinks
 the teason tot "In 
Living  Color's" demise is 
because 
111(1  started 
111.1111
 
111(11V1(111.11S  tut the
 cast instead 



















parole,  and said 
he would 





















 11 police 

































HIV testing a step 




 White CARE Act 
compromise was recently 
voted in 402-4 by the 







 members of his 
community 
protested  his attend-
ing 
school  when he 
was  diag-
nosed with AIDS,
 will extend fed-
eral AIDS assistance
 for five years 
and 






million  dollars have been 
allotted to states to 
improve  exist-
ig 
testing  facilities and develop 












volunteer rates are 
low,
 then 
states will be required






This is a step in 
the right direr -
The volunteer test-
ing for HIV is one  











give  birth to a healthy 
child would do everything
 in her 




 and by the 
book.  The  volunteer 
testing
 for 
HIV is one more item 
on the 
agenda which
 can only prove to 




 2,000 babies are born 
with HIV annually 
but  80 percent 








































































































































Michael  Bat ton 
The
 radical 












"There's  going to 
be a need 
to













 I don t know.
 But I think 
we 
ought
 to make every 




(a term that 
describes a 
school of 








along with all 
the freshman 




 by Gingrich. 
What a snake. 
No 
doubt  his 





fueled  by numbers
 showing that 












-Republicans  and 
Reagan -




 blocs that are clean)
 a product 
of the corporate 
mass 









task now is to 
begin  reaching 
out  to the swing 
voter who will
 decide this 








"...Both  of these 
key voting blocs
 (moder-
ate  pro -abortionists





grabs  this year, 
and  both are 
there  for "Bob 
Dole's" 
taking  if he can 
find
 the right 




 politics, but 
don't  these guys 
get it? Maybe 
they should 
not  be so outright
 about 
their  blatant 
public  relations 
approach  to 
character  
building.  Voter 
turnout  shows the








"Bob Dole" is an image
 like Coca-Cola or C.F. 
New -
Demo(  tat 
"Clinton-  is 
a hollow 









 a few years 
ago, so does 
reality  of 
one
-party  politics 















 at the same









 media and 
the public. 
The reason
 why the 
national 
conventions  
are  so 
important 
is because all 
the lies have 
to be melded 
into  one final
 plank. It is 
like the worst
 fear of any 
pathological 
liar  having 
to face the 
inquisition.  

















could  kill two 







-Democrats  at 
the  same 
time, 
enlarging
 the "big 











 having a 
national
 anti -abortion 
plank, a 
loophole
 in effect, 
the 
Republican  1996 
ticket can 























 at once. 





hypocrisy.  They 
are too 
caught





















 is a Spartan


































 passenger in the 
black Integra 
was waving as I passed 
him on the 
freeway. Personally, I do 
have
 a few 
friends who drive this particular model, 
but this individual looked totally unfamil-
iar to me. In the spirit of being friendly, I 
simply waved back, assuming perhaps I 
did know these two individuals but just 
couldn't place their faces at the time. 
Rolling on down  the freeway, 
the  black 
Integra and its two passengers
 seemed to 
be playing some kind
 of game. They 
would 
pass
 me and then commence to 
slow down to 
let me get ahead of them. At 
this 
point 1 was only thinking that I had a 
couple of weirdos who
 thought they knew 
me. 
The exit to my girlfriend's
 house was 
coming up and I was making 
my way over 
to the right lane. Not too 
surprisingly,  the 
black Integra fell in behind me. 
At
 the 
first light, they pulled tip beside 
me. The 
passenger said 
"What's up? What've 
you 
been






that a majority of 
civil 
people  believe 
that
 
Wing a gun is 
danger-
ous ... but I 
believe   
responsible
 people  
have a 




I got a 
good
 view of both of them 
and I 
was  assured that I have 
never  met these 
two in my life. I was 
definitely  suspicious at 
this time but not really 
scared because 
both 
of them looked 
rather  harmless. I 
figured they 
would  not be behind 
me for 
long. I 
was wrong. They 
continued
 to fol-
low me, even 
going  as tar as to back 
up to 
get in the turn 
lane  that I was in. 
My heart was 
beginning  to pound as I 
reached in the hack seat to 
grabbed my 
Easton baseball bat I kept for threatening 
situations such as 
this.  Although these 
characters didn't look like 
criminals,  it is 
hard to tell these days. I figured 
they
 may 
be intent on robbing me, even though it 
seemed a little strange, because I definite-
ly 
don't have a high-profile car. 
They proceeded to follow
 me all the 
way to my girfffriend's house, just turning 
onto her court as I was parking the car. My 
Easton was ready, but I knew too well that 
it would prove useless if my possible 
assailants pulled a gun 
on me. They didn't 
pull a gun 
and  they didn't even get out of 
the 
car,
 but they could have. Although 
nothing came of' this scary experience, it 
did mark the first time I wished I had a 
gun. 
I know that a majority of civil people 
believe that toting a gun is dangerous, and 
in many cases it can be used against you, 
but I believe 
that  responsible people have 




mean to imply that everyone should play 
the vigilante role, ala Bernard Goetz, but I 
believe the gun could prove to be your 
only option 
and/or hope if some gun -
wielding punk decides to make you his 
next victim. 
I know the ideal scenario would he a 
gunless society, but just like drugs, guns 
are not going to disappear. So why should 
the criminals and low-life scum of the 
world be the only ones with guns? Dealing 
with what is going on in society today, we 
know that these individuals will not think 
twice about using their
 weapons. All I am 
saying
 is why don't we allow the innocent 
victims of the world a chance to save their 
lives. I know that it will still be uncertain 
whether the victim survives, but at least 
they will have a fighting chance. 
In order for a person to get registered 
for a gun, I believe the screening process 
has to be extensive. Prospective gun own-
ers should be willing to divulge all aspects 
of their lives and ready to hand over all 
the necessary paperwork. An extensive 
background check should 
be done, and a 
felony record
 or a history of psychological 
problems should prove the individual 
ineligible to obtain a gun license. 





 make for a 
safer or saner 
society, but I feel it should be a person's 
right
 to protect 
themselves




 gun owner should
 have 
to attend classes 
on gun safety as 
well as a 
class on trying
 to interpret how 
much dan-
ger 
you  are facing in a 
particular  situation 
on the
 streets. Another 
qualifying aspect 
for 
obtaining  a gun is to 
pass
 a shooting  
range  test. All those 






tying a gun without a 
license should be 
ineligible permanently
 for obtaining a 
firearms license. 
In light of the recent
 Goetz incident in 
which he was 
sued  for $30 million,
 I 
believe similar 
incidents  will occur. I 
believe Goetz acted
 a little too quickly.
 A 
person must feel his life
 is in real danger 
before
 disclosing and firing
 a gun. We are 
living in a 
world  where any given 
day your 
life could be 
threatened,  and I just 
feel 
the common Joe 
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 readers are encouraged
 to express 
themselves 
on
 the Opinion page with 
a Letter to the 
Editor, which should be 300 
words  or less. 
Letters or viewpoints must be 
typed and may be. 
'put in the 
Letters to the Editor box 
at the Spartan Daily 
office 





 to the Spartan Daily Opinion
 Page Editor, 
School of Journalism
 and Mass 
Communications,  San 
Jose
 State University. One Washington
 Square. San Jose, 
CA 95192-0149. 
Submissions
 become the property 
of the Spartan Daily 
and may be edited for clarity,








phone  number, 
Minstar*  and 
maior.  
aditeriale
 are written by, and
 are the COSIONISUS 
of
 the Spartan 
Daffy eaten, 
not Me Mg 
Published opinions
 and advertisements
 do not neces-
sarily reflect the 
views of the Spartan 
Daily, the School of 
Journalism  and Mass
 Communications
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Alpha  Phi 
Meeting.
 7p.m. Student 
Union, 















School of Art & Design 
Student
 galleries art exhibits: 
llarnAp.na.


















Student art sale and silent
 
auction.














































onlISJS (90.5 FM) 
Alternative music for 
SJSU. 









'Analysis  testing, measuring 
pereentage of 





















Schumann  and 
Capuzzi;  





Music  Bldg., 
Concert  Hall. 





 fin- the 
campus 












Special  Book 
Sale,  with prices
 
50














































5p.m.-6p.m.  Art Bldg.,

























 rm. Call 
924-5800. 
libmen's
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ORCHARD PARK, N.Y. (AP) - 
Smokey the cat 
needed  a kidney. 
The donor cat needed a home. 
They both got what 
they need-
ed, thanks to a veterinarian and a 
cat-loving couple from Virginia. 
Dr. Ross Lirtzman of the 
Orchard Park Veterinary Medical 
Center agreed to the 4 1/2 -hour 
operation on one condition: that 
Smokey's owners adopt
 the stray. 
The donor cat, taken in by the 
Society for the Prevention of 
Cruelty to Animals, faced being 
Put




to give them both 
a 
chance for having a 
normal quality 
life," Lirtzman 
said.  Orchard Park 
is one of only four
 or five animal 
hospitals in 
the United 
States  that 
performs the operation.
 
Sandy and T. Peyton Carr 
of 
Richmond, 
Va., agreed to the
 
adoption and paid about $5,000 
for Smokey's surgery and 
hospital-
ization. Smokey 
returned  home 
last week. 
TRY A THREESOME 
PIZZA,




Entree  $300  
OFF
 Large or X -Large
 Pizza 
$1.50 
OFF  Medium Pizza 
$100 
OFF  Small Pizza 
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The Carrs - 




























Sets,  she 
backed  
out  of a pay


















 in the face
 - in 
the real 

























 The suit 
seeks the 





unrealized  profits. 
Derek










asked her to 
portray  a 
nymphomaniac
 
mental  patient. 
Derek
 had agreed to 
appear naked 
in at least 














 that would 
have
 her play an 
escaped mental 




 forced to 
watch 
other  patients having 
sex. 




identified  by the 





 the ideas, 
refused
 to comment





 J tells kids 
JACKSON,
 Miss. (AP) 
- LL Cool]
 is a major
 
rap star and 























 to take 
advantage
 of him 
when  he was new 
to 
show business 
because he had 






 I didn't 
understand
 and I didn't 
go
 to college and
 I didn't 
have an 
opportunity





 the NBC comedy
 "In the House"
 vis-




 at the Mississippi
 Coliseum. 
"You don't want
 to cloud yourself
 with drugs," 
he 
told a group from
 Callaway High
 School. "You 
don't  want to cloud 
yourself with 











 (AP) - 
Luther  Allison had 
a 
blues 
streak going at the 
W.C.
 Handy Awards con-
cert. 
Allison was named
 entertainer of 
the year, and 
his "Cherry 
Red Wine" was 
selected  best blues 
song of the year 
Thursday.  He also 
won  honors 
for 
best  male contemporary 
blues artist, best blues 
guitarist
 and best contemporary
 blues album for 
"Blue Streak." 
The  awards are named for blues
 pioneer W.C. 
Handy, who 
pet 




Street  in the early 
190(h.  The 
awards program, in 
its 17th year, is put
 on by the 
Blues Foundation, a nonprofit group.
 
Koko Taylor was named
 best female contempo-
rary blues artist, and 





for "Chill Out." 
'Woman
 in Me' 
returns  home 
TIMMINS, 




 to her hometown 
for a special day 
of 
recognition,  she'll 
be
 a spectator only.
 
Twain,
 whose "The 
Woman  in Me" 
was  named 
album of 
the  year by the 
Academy  of Country
 
Music, "will
 be returning to 
Timmins in triumph
 
- in the words 
of
 Mayor Vic 
Powers






 plans to 
declare  a highway
 
"Shania  Twain Way,"
 and a flower 
garden  in a 
park will be 









Twain  won't be performing.
 
"We
 don't want to 
appear  as though we 
want  
her to come 
home to sing for her
 supper," said 
Councilor Don 
Dewsbury.  "It would be 
wonderful 
if she'd perform, but 
she's  calling the shots.' 
Sweden's 




(AP)  - He's 
already  
faced Father Time. 
Now the king of Sweden
 must 
answer to the tax man. 
King Carl
 XVI Gustaf received
 more than 1,200 
gifts from his 




celebrated  his 50th birthday
 Tuesday. 
But he may have 
to pay tax on any gifts worth 
more than $1,500,




 said the 
tax could 
be up to 30 percent




 there may be an 
exemption  for gifts 
received  as head of state,




One of the 
presents is the Porsche 911
 convert-
ible that Carl 
Gustaf
 used when he and 
his wife-to-
be, Silvia Somtnerlath,




their  courtship in 1973.
 
"King




can also be 
expensive
 for the 











 C. Scott, whose
 doctor said he is 
suffering 
from a life
-threatening  aneurysm, 
was spared 
Friday 
from testifying in a $3.1 
million
 sexual 
harassment suit until his 
condition
 is treated. 
The 
decision  by Judge Alice 
Schlesinger came 
as 
Scott  was flying cross-country
 to see his person-
al 
physician,
 whose testimony convinced 
the judge 
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NEW YORK
 To PARIS '249 
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 YORK TO SAN JUAN 
'109 
Holiday period and seasonal fares will be higher. 
You can also get more than just a great fore to Tel 
Awe.




apply  to these 
three 
international  destinations Call for 
details  
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Lruised  on 
by. 
the  vintage
 bit-vele frames were modi-
fied to ride close to the ground and 
were  
painted and chromed as precisely as the 
cars. 
There were a few 
parade stirpt ise-s. One 




Raiders safety Charles 
Smith.  
Riding high on huge tires, it promoted 
tire  lust
 
Sat  No To Drugs" campaign 
on a 
sign in 
the bed of the truck. 
Another surprise 
was




Members of the school performed 
Rung Fu in mock fights and performed 
solo with 
large, shiny knives. 
Batman 
and Barney, the popular televi-
sion 
dinosaur
 wet e present. but their affil 
iation was unlurown. 
The Klingons and Romulans,  however, 
came from Paramount's Great America 
Martha Sever didn't
 seem to mind the 
interesting mix
 of the traditional and the 
seemingly out of place marchers. 
"It's fun. 
There's a lot of variety," she 
said. Sever liked the 
horses,
 "that did 
some little dance. It looked
 like they were 
tap dancing. And then there was all the 
pretty dresses." 
Behind
 each group of horses,  marchers
 
followed with "pooper-scoopers." 
Assemblyman Mike 
Honda  who waed 
to 




you pick them 
up and throw them at peo-
ple." 
Bill Fisher had a shady
 spot to watch 
from at the steps 
of
 the Tech Museum of 
Innovation on 
San Carlos Street. 
"We're from 
Livermore.  It's quite a 
ways. We just came 
because this is it,  said 
Fisher. He said he's 
always  come to San 
Jose 
because this is the 
biggest  event in 
the area. 
About 10:30
 a.m, the final paraders
 
were going by. Sever
 watched by the cor-
ner of Woz Way, the 
end  of the parade's 
route.  
"The start 
was  really good 
because  all 
the people were fresh 
and jumpy. It kind 
of fizzled here a bit," 
said  Sever. 
In the
 end, Warren said
 the parade 
went well. 
"Everything 





commented  that there 
were no 
incidents
 and said there were 









 he said. 




down  here, 







Chris  Warren 
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 boys find that the top of port -a -potties are 
the  
best way 




PI 10TO BY R. W. BRADFORD 
A guitar playing 
member of Ballet Folklorico Jalisco de 
Oakland
 plays to the crowd as he marches past 
the 
Fairmont Hotel on Sunday 
during  the parade 
Mill 
Get your free Schedule of Classes! 
Continuing Education, ADM 107 
Student Union Information Center 
Admissions and Records Assessment
 Center 
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Mexico  at 
Plaza  de Cesar 
Chavez  in honor of 
Cinco
 de 
Mayo  on Sunday. 
Solorio, from Martinez


























At A.V.C. we stress Tinkly preventive 
vision care. Research teaches us that 









For a summer full of fun and vision safety, 
now  until May 24 receive: 
 FREE pair of disposable contact lenses; clear or color. 
CiO 
(for contact lens wearers with current prescription) 
 50% off high 
quality sunglasses (non-Rx) 
7i
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 on Sunday 
Davidson
 
From page 1 
"It S1)111(11 to 
be
 about who was 
in what instead of what was 
funny,"
 Davidson said. 
However, the politics of 
Hollywood sets were not always a 
concern. 
Before it was bright lights and 
big city, there were
 the lean 
times. His 
starving artist days 
before getting seriously paid con-
sisted of him 
and  his roommate 
with cupboards that were just 
about
 bait. 
"We lived on eggs, rice and 
bread (for) 
about  two weeks in 
LA, trying to 
make  it," he said. 
When pay day 
finally
 appeared, 
pizza and a rented movie were 
like going to the mrivies: 








launched other opportunities. 
He 
just
 completed a pilot situ-
ation comedy titled, Between 
Brothers," for Fox that he 
hopes  
will air soon. "It's about sin-
gle guys in 
Phoenix, Ariz. Kind 
of like a 'Waiting to Inhale,'" he 
said. 
This summer he is scheduled  
to shoot a movie
 with the actor 






Call, he said.Davidson said his 
goal is 
to have completed his 
sixth film and, "making 
probably  
about one -quarter of what Jim 
Carrey makes," he said. 
Davidson is not all jokes
 all the 
time. He 













work  in 
its iimintunt
 
ultimately  be atilt




whole,"  he said. 
He said he wants
 to build 
libraries,
 rehabilitation facilities 
and start inner 








there usill IIUNAT he a 






the% led the% should do. "I am 
not an .id%ii% ate of fighting 
things  that don't appear to be 
changing anytime soon. 
I'm into 
changing  things that you can 
change, he said. 
Davidson
 said he supports the 
Million Man March and likes 
Louis Farrakhan because he likes 
"a man
 who speaks 
the truth. -
Looking
 ahead. Davidson  
said  
that




Mg at, a 
possi-
bility, although
 lii is 
unsure 
about becoming .t  (Inc( tor. He 
said he thinks there are marts 
good directors and prefers to get 
somebody that he really likes and 
admires. "It's not one of 
those things
 I hid I 
have  to 
do. 
I'll leave the thiai ling to the 
directors,"
 he Said. 
His 
message  
to SIM.  was 
Siill-
ple."Thanks for
 has mg int im 
here. I'm very
 
fortunate to just 
















tutiuIi titi  







 Face WAS 
au 




 SAIAAAT. 22. 
"Ile wasn't rotting anybody 
Arts






















Warwic k as she is today. 
He 
stuck his upper lip into
 his 
gum and for a second 
there, 
he invoked Jim 
Carrey's Fire 
Marshal Bill line, 




brought  (limn the house. 
The  evening began
 with a 
fashion 
show 
featuring  seven 
SIM.' 
student models. The 
nuidels,
 who were 
selected 
after
 a search on 
Thursday, 
shim,  ased 
a line of  
clothing  
that featured sportswear for 
juniors
 and the young at 
heart. 
The seen student sophisti-
cates 
mile  husiness maims 
Shelbey Wold, 22, and April 
Ingram, 23; administration of 
justice major Sherida 
Lovelace, 24; broadcast major 
Andrea Young, 19; human 
performance major Carissa 
Medeiri is. IS; political science 
major Samantha Madrid, 19; 
and undeclared major 
Dominique Martin, IS. 
With 
all 
the  proper attitude
 and 
chic, the SfS1.1 
models  were 
superb. The clothing can best 
be described as light, 
loose,  
sporty and hip. They wore 
beanie hats, visors, jackets, 
tennis skirts and sweatshirts; 
the baggy bottoms and tops 
were either worn very fitted or 
loose.
 
Keith Davis. Chief Executive 
Officer of SWOL, said their 
clothing is currently sold at 
Nordstrom department stores 
and the fashions modeled 
saturday




received by the audience and 
so 
was the music as mixed 
by 
featured 
disc  jig key, Chaos, 
from 
"Da 1..ndr !wound,* a 
KSJS radio 








Authority,"  demonstrated the 
flexibility and versatility of the 
fabric 
by performing in it. 
A great time was 
had by all 
until Tree invaded the stage. 
With the exception of Tree, 
the  comedic act immediately 




 was a suc-
cess. 
Tree 
stood out like 
a sore 
thumb 
and  should have been 
called "Stump." 
He was a bald man who 
wore 
black  leather chaps
 over
 
jeans, a black leather biker 
jacket with a black sweatshirt 
underneath, heavy black 
leather biker boots, black 




 the crowd 




study  hard, call a good 
time joining a 
fraternity and 
net surfing for web
 site porno 
entertainment. He told taste-
less jokes 
about drinking, MM-
iting, drugs and partying. 





drugs and more 
drunk  drivers. 
When he was told his act had 
five minutes left, he joked that 
we all were probably wishing it 
was more 
like  two minutes; 
someone 
from  the audience 
yelled
 hack




But Tommy Davidson came 
to save the show and recap-
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Get your Math,
 Science, 
English  Er History 
requirements 
taken care of 
at San Jose 
City College.
 We've got the
 classes you 
need,  and 
you'll
 actually be 
able  to get into 
them. 






start  June 
17. 
PARTIAL  
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.hechen rebels shot doiyn a 
Russian  Su -25 %sal plane 
Sunday,  
killing its two pilots, and 
kid-


























besieging  the 
town














The Russian jet fighter
 was 
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Aatularbiyey, rejected President 
II 
the other side has 
a 
real desire to settle the 
crisis peacefully, we are 
ready 
for a dialogue. 
Zelimithan l'andarbivey 





























 within the Russian 
delegatit in. 
"If  the tither side has a real 
desire to settle the crisis peacefully, 
we are ready 
for  a dialogue," he 
said. "If there is no 
such willing-
ness, the Chechen
 resistance has 
enough fighters





through in the tense standoff
 
around 




















 100 to 
300 rebels in 




arms. But after 
several deadlines 
came and 
went, the final ultitna-
turn set for Sunday was reported 
dropped. 
Abdullah Bugayev, deputy prime 




suaded  the rebels to 
accept
 
Russian demands to 
surrender  
their weapons. 
By Sunday afternoon, rebels had 
turned over more
 than 80 firearms 
as well as grenade launchers and 
grenades, the 
Chechen  prime min-
ister, 
Nikolai
 Koshman, told a 
news 
conference in Grozny. 
Vladimir Shamanov, the Russian
 
forces commander 
in Shalt, said 
troops and pro-Moscow police will 
enter Shalt 
on Monday. 





 ROSA, Calif. ..\  
The confessed killer
 of P5 clic
 Maas 






released on parole, and said he 
would "get a young one" to reduce 
the risk of contracting AIDS, the 




 Davis. whose trial 
resumes Monday. had been 
paroled just three months prior to 
taking the I2 -year-old from her 
Petaluma home. 
He has confessed to strangling 
her. 











on women .ind bragged his 









isis Da is 
confided
 that if he 
hem
 bac k to prison it would be 
fist life 




pages of prison 
records, transcripts, investigative 
reports and other documents 
released 
tel











 iissise II pt ose-
eutor 
Gregjat
 obs sit ,ttup
 
155 pc] - 




planned his crime, 
and  intend, d 
to sexually
 assault his victim. 
Proving 
that to jurors could 
mean the death penalty for Davis. 
15 Photographers.






Back" "Focus"  
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"Get














issue  in the
 


















 any sexual 
contact 
with  h div 
The main 
pits
 sic al evidence is 
an unrolled condom found near 
the spot off Pythian Road where 
Davis was questioned
 by sheriff's 
deputies on the 
night  of the kid-
napping. 
But the unsealed court records 
reveal new details about Davis, 
including apparent fetishes with 
women.
 
Among his belongings when he 
was arrested on a Mendocino 
County Indian reservation was an 
ad clipped from a magazine 
labeled "an acquired taste' and 
which depicted a woman on her 
knees licking the floor. 
Also seized were lingerie ads. 
And in a 76-page "Statement of 
the Case," prosecutors theorize his 
behavior in past crimes points to 
an obsession with sex and hatred 
for women. 
Also included in the transcripts 
of closed -door hearings is some 
evidence that may not be present-
ed to the jury in San Jose, at least 
during the guilt phase of the trial. 
FBI agents interviewed inmates 
at the California Men's Colony in 
San Luis Obispo, where Davis 
served time following a 1985
 con-
viction 
for  kidnapping and assault. 
They













Date: May 6 - 10 
Time: 
10AM
  4PM 
Added Hours on May 7 Until 7Pm 
=CD 
= 
women, the vulgarities he used to 
describe  them and  his claims 
about having sex with underage
 
girls. 
According to documents, Todd 
Ferguson, who is serving 15 years 
to life for robbery and murder, 
told FBI agent Gary Price that 
Davis claimed his next crime 
would be a big kidnapping and 
robbery, and that he would "hit 
the big time" or "go down in a 
blaze of glory." 
Ferguson also described a con-
versation in which 
another inmate 
told Davis to get "heavy-duty con-
doms because of the AIDS scare." 
Davis replied that he wasn't wor-
ried
 because he was going to "get a 
young one," Ferguson told the 
FBI. 
But neither Ferguson nor any of 
the inmates
 are on the winless list 
for the guilt phase of the trial. 
Defense attorneys planned to 
challenge their
 credibility, and 
noted that they are relying on 
parole boards to decide whether 
and when they are released from 
prison. 
The witness list does include 
Laureen Linden of Turning Point, 
a San Mateo halfway house
 where 
Davis lived 
after  his release from 
prison in June 1993. 
Court records say he told her 
that if he went back to prison
 it 
would be 
"for life," but that he 
planned to avoid that by leaving 
no survivors who could testify 
against him. 
Watts  lessons 




teach and learn 
1.0S 
ANGELES
 (AP)  John 
Gust 
and Meghan 
McChesney  are 
two white 
teachers who live in 
Watts, a predominantly black
 com-
munity where 
residents  are accus-







fast as they can. 
Gust, 









nect with their inner-
city grade school stu-
dents, to better 
educate them. 











received as well as 
given education. 
"I guess through all 
of this, they are teach-
ing me as much as I 
am teaching






















graduatiim  from 
Washi 'won 
Tiniversits
 in St. 
Louis  with a 
degree  in architecture. 
She was living in Hermosa 
Beach 
when  site saw 
Gust's









newsletter. She had 
met
 Imn at a teach-
ers'
 %.oi kshop 
and 
later






 in to 
his house last 
August. 








The first week 
in 
his new home, 




McChesney said,  
lost a VCR
 and 
"Before, they were 
three coffee cans 
just students. They 
filled with coins.
 
didn't have lives outside their lives Only days later, 
he heard the 
as students," she said. "Now, when 
sound of gunfire and a scream. 
1 am living here, I realize how The 
shooting took the life of a 
much fuller their lives are." 
neighbor  on her 
way  to work  a 
Gust, 
a Chicago native, moved payback, 
Gust  was told, for the 
to Southern California seven years misdeeds 
of her drug dealer son. 
ago and took a job with 
the Los Before moving in, 
McChesney 
Angeles
 Unified School District. brought her 
parents,  visiting from 
Teaching in Watts but living 
in







 ... the 
cops
 had mo 
guys 
spread-eagle
 on a 
cop car, patting them 
down. Right in front of 
the 
house." McChesney  said.  






























 and the 
drugs and 
gangs (are so preva-
lent).  I think it's inspiring that 
they get up every morning mid 
even 
make it to 
school.  
let alone 
learn," McChesney said. 
Living in the 
community  where 




 people consider me a 
neighbor and a friend,
 in addition 
to being a teacher,"









teaching me as 
much
 as I am 







Gust felt that he was 
not 
connecting  as 
well as he should 
with the students. 
He speculated it was 
because 
their  world 
was so different 
from 
his own. 
He concluded he 
could close the gap 




find out who 
the 
kids were 





me a neighbor 
and a freind in 
addition
 to 








Gust recalled, "so I 
could bring 
home  
their lessons to them. So I could 
speak their language, (so) I 
could 
make it real  for
 them." 
The 
parent of a student agreed 
to show him around the neighbor-
hood and in February 
of last year 
Gust rented 
a three -bedroom 
home a short walk from his class-










 Calif. (Al') 
 A truck packed with suspected 




ously injuring at least two
 people, 
authorities said. 
The truck exited Interstate 15 at 
Main 
Street as a California 
Highway Patrol
 officer followed 
the vehicle 
because
 the license 




 CHP Sgt. Jon West said. 
"The officer had backed off 
about  an eighth of a mile just 
to 
make sure that he wa.sn't too
 
c lose 
to the vehicle," CHP Officer 
Dennis Welch said. "The white 
Ford truck made a very abrupt 
turning movement and continued 
down the Main 
Street  offramp at a 
high rate of 
speed."
 
The truck flipped over onto its 
roof. Authorities said the truck 
contained an estimated 25 to 30 
people. 
U.S. Border Patrol agents who 
arrived later took 10 people into 
custody, holding them as 
suspect-
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The rest of the pas., tigers appar-
ently 
fled.  
"We determined that approxi-
mately 10 of them required fur-
ther investigation," Border Patrol 
agent Manfred Ng said. Those 10 
were being taken to the 
Border  




The crash is the fourth traffic 
incident in the last five weeks 
involving the transport of suspect-
ed illegal i trim igr ants. 
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 three runs. 
Martinez,  

















ahead  in game
 one with 
a 






 inning and 
a RBI ground
-rule 




 Corina I 
ills situ k 
out six, 

























Melissa  Miller singled
 and 
scored twice to act  
ount  for the 
Tiger's  
two 
runs. Branoge McArthur got the 
lose for UOP in the first game.  
lit game two 











 win of the season. 
Lindsay Lewis scored a two run sin-
gle to put the Spartans on the board 




 On a RBI double 
by
 Jill 
Tawney. Victoria Ruelas scored on a 
home run in the fifth in  to break a 
tied score. 
Michelle 
Cordes was responsible for 
the three hits
 and two runs scored for 
the Tiger's. 
The 
two game sweep allowed 
the  
Spartans  to 
finish  
the season with 
a 
four game
 winning streak and wins in 
eight 
of their last 11 
games.  
With Martinez being
 the only senior 
leaving the squad, the Spartans
 hope to 
continue building
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ABOVE   SJSU catcher Sara 
Coughlin  denied Beth
 Cornea
 of the 
University of the Pacific this run 
in the first game of the doubleheader
 on Saturday. Coughlin who 
was 
trying to get the most 
injured  player award played both 
games with a black eye and 
injured right wrist as she caught














































Between Race St and Meridian Ave 
2 blocks 
North  of 280 
We're on 
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SJSU Career Center 
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 free use to SJSU students. 41. 
 Hundreds of new jobs posted %weld).  



















For more information and to get your on-line password. 

















































 lost a three 
game

















 Spartan In 
a two 
game 
sweep of UOP 
Saturday 
See story on pogo / 
Football 
 Jim 
Mastro,  an assis-
tant
 coach at Cal 
Poly
-San Luis Obispo, 














 game at Muni 
Stadium will be the 
last 
of the season 
for  the 
Spartans. 
Woman's Golf 





will be on Tbrusday in 
Lincoln, Neb. 
Men's Golf 
 &JSU's next meet is 
the 
NCAA West Regionals, 
May 16 
& 17, at 
Stanford, TBA. 
Football 
 SJSU will 
start  its sea-
son in August as it 
takes on  Air Force in 
their first game in the 
WAC 
The 








By Eddie Zacapa 
Spartan D.& Sports Editor 
As Ken 
Kavanagh sits at the 
end  of the 
bench in a game 
against
 University of 
Nevada Las Vagas, the Runnin' Rebels 
band chants at SJSU
 basketball coach 
Stan Morrison, "If you put
 in No. 50 we'll 
give you $17.20
 and half a peanut butter 
and jelly sandwich." 
Taunts and jeers 
on
 the road are a nor-
mal thing for Kavanagh, who 
lets the 
gibes go in one ear and
 out the other. 
"That was the best 
comment
 I've heard 
all year," the walk on freshman 
said of the 
UNLV chant. "The UNLV band was ask-
ing me the whole
 time, 'How come you 
don't play?' They were having fun with 
me." 
"That's the funny thing," said SJSU for-
ward Rich Taylor 
about  the road teams' 
fans taunting him. 
"They'll be chatting 
with him the whole 
time and he will just 
laugh, he actually 
enjoys it." 
The 6-foot-8-inch 
freshman is having 
fun just being
 a part of the Spartan team 
despite playing 
a cheerleader role and 
being used as a 
rag  doll at practice as  he 
takes the charges and has the scrub job. 
"Basically I understand my role is to do 
what the team needs," said Kavanagh, 
who averages 1.8 minutes and 1.6 points 
per game. "A lot of people don't enjoy 









in getting the team getting
 the Big West 
Conference title with his 
moral  support 
and hard work ethic.
 
"He's a good kid 
and we're fortunate to 
have him helping 
us out," Taylor said. 
"Because every time 
the team needs its 
spirits lifted up he helps
 us more than I 
can ever tell. When we 
didn't want to 
come
 to practice because 
we were losing 
he worked harder than 
anyone  and lifted 
us 
emotionally."  
And the freshman from 
La Jolla High 
School 
almost
 never made it to SJSU.
 
Kavanagh said there was another walk-on 
for the Spartans. And this other player 
would have taken Kavanagh's spot 
on the 
team. Fortunately for Kavanagh this other 
player decided to not transfer to SJSU 
because the Spartans 
would  not offer him 
a scholarship.
 So that opened the door 
for you know who. 
"At thayoint I  
was  promised a spot on 
the team, said Kavanagh
 who phoned 
Morrision in his office and was told that 
there was no 
scholarships
 available but 
maybe 
something  could be worked 
out.
 
Kavanagh packed his bags and
 quickly 
found himself at 
home  as the "10th man 
on a 
nine  man team" as he would put it 
because he plays the least. 
But the move 
wasn't easy. Kavanagh 
had grown 
accustomed  to being the star 
on his high school team, where he was 
the leading scorer with 18 points, eight 









SJSU forward Ken Kavanagh sits 
on the bench and cheers on his 





PacificTigers at the Event Center on 
February 17. 
top of that, his parents would have liked 
him to stay in the San Diego area and 
many folks criticized his move to 
play  in 
division 1. 
"A lot of people told me there was 
nothing wrong with 
division  2," Kavanagh 
said. "They 
said  I should focus on gradu-
ating  and getting better grades and 
not
 
try to do both
 things." 
"This was my life dream and I wasn't 
about to to give up on it," he said. 
But getting 
splinters
 on his behind, can 
at 
times be frustrating for the two time 
high school first-team all -league selection. 
"You want to blend 
in," said the skinny 
red head from 
southern California with a 
pause,
 "and when you don't get
 to play 
you stand out. Sometimes
 I wish I got 
injured or something to 
avoid being 
made fun of...
 everybody plays but me." 
But Kavanagh
 said he is content with 
waiting in the wings for now. "Next year I 
expect to be in the 
same position I am 
now. I hope I'm not in the same position 
but that's fine. But if I was a junior in 
that 
position I would
 feel like I fulfilled my 
dream but didn't run with it," he said. 
Basketball is not the 
only  dream on 
Kavanagh's mind and soul as he has aspi-
rations
 of becoming a doctor. But how he 




 him on the court this 
season. 
"I was in church 
one  day and a guy had 
a heart attack
 right by me," Kavanagh 
said. "There was no one to 
help him, the 
priest  was the only one
 doing something 
for him, here we are 
at church and no 
one was doing anything. I thought I want-
ed to come out with my own clothing 
company. But then that happened and 1 
was like 
'wow' maybe somebody is telling 
me to do something." 
Know when he talks to his parents he 
said they are
 proud and supportive. And 
Kavanagh remembers a proud moment 
in a game against Long Beach State 
University. The freshman forward scored 
four points as his parents watched 
patiently in the stands. On one
 play he 
drove baseline as his defender got there 
late and slammed his first dunk of the 
season. 
"It was a white boy dunk," he said 
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 washer & 
dryer. $500/mo.
 
Call  Robin 2839150. Avail 5/1. 
FOR RENT 
2 BR/1BA 
571 S. 7th, 
11700/mo.
 
2 blocks from Event 
Center.
 Free 
cable TV and parking. No 
smokers
 
or pets. 2680439. 
CHARMING 
CLASSIC  1 BR for 








551553  So. 6th 
St. 492-8828 cr 292-3239, IJoycL
 
STUDIOS FOR 
RENT  S295/MO. 




Across fron SJSU, Parking 
Pool/Fuzzball  Tables, Arcade 




or Powell 297-4823. 
2 IIORM. APAITM1E4T MOO/MO. 
 Security type
 building 
 Secure Parking 
 Close In 
 Modern Building 
 Laundry Room
 
















Memory for IBM/MAC/SUN. 
1-800-808-8356. 
EMPLOYMENT  





flexible  hours. Really good 
pay. 
Fun place too! See 
Tim at 
117 E. San Carlos. 
CASHIERS NEEDED to 
work  at 
remodeled Chevron stations. Two
 
locations. 
Several shifts open. 




Looking for young 
energetic  people. 
Servers (21











DAILY  is axeptirg 
applications
 for Fall '96 
semester. 






























if hired. Apply 
at the 
Spartan 






 May 12. 
MAINTENANCE 
Health 
Club  in Los 






mornings. Shifts are 
eight 
hours 











Fall  '96 
Massage
 Therapy 



































































































INSTRUCTORS  - 
Family
 








































































































































































to start, with 
benefits  at full time. 














 be over 18 
with 
good health and clean DMV. 
408-971-7577.
 
VALET PARKERS  P/T, 
nights
 & 
weekends for private parties
 in 
Los Gatos area. Must have mm.
 1 
year customer 
service  experience, 
& desire to 














CUSTOMER SERVICE REP 
Santa 
Clara  based printing 
and 
Packagng  co. seeks bright energetc 
CSR to 
prim,
 gaiorg team. Clients 
include Sega,
 Lucasiirts, etc. BA/BS 
in 
field 
related to printing industry. 
related
 etc), highly 
proficient  on PC 
(Word, Excel) req. Salary commen-
surate with related course week & 
experience, plus 





dependable person needed 
for 
photographing  evening 










 Call Los Gatos-Saratoga 
Recreation Dept., 354-8700 x 26. 
DAY CAMP DIRECTORS/Asst. 
Leader. Call 3701877 or 
apply  in 
person at Southwest YMCA. 
13500 Quito Rd. Saratoga. 
SHERATON SAN JOSE 
is now
 seeking candidates 









Guest Room Attendant 
House Person 
 FAXResume
 to 943-1707 er 
*Apply in Person: 
1801 Barber Ln. Milpitas. 
Job Hotline 











 with retail experience,  





The Starving Musician 554-9041. 
TEACHERS/AIDES   Full time 
and  
part time positions 
avail.  immed. 
for two pre-schools 
in South San 
Jose area. Teachers: Child 
Center 
permit preferred & 12 units ECE 
required.
 Aides: units not req. Call 












 Southwest YMCA. 13500 
Quito Rd. Saratoga. 
TEACHER: Before
 II After School 
Program. FIT. Paid medical. 
dental & vacation. ECE or 
Rec. 
units 







 Center, 611 Willis 
Ave. 
San Jose, CA. 95125. EOE. 
RETAIL  INVENTORY 
COUNTERS 
Must  be dependable & 
have own 
transportation.
 Enjoy flexible hours 



















16.  Salary $7.44-
$9.04 
/hr.










wanted.  A 














 is to 
teach 
group  swim 
lesson








of the life 










uphold  the 
club rules. Previous experience
 is 
preferred, however










Aid. CPR. and 
Lifeguarding. 
Instn.ic(ors  must be 





starting at $6.00 












motivated  people move 
ahead










 industry. If you 
are 










800-266-6245  ext. 33422. 




English  in Japan, 
For interview FAX 
resume  to 
510-727-1139. Salary 530K. 
http://www.trendjapan.com  . 
ARTS 
8. CRAFTS FIRM needs 
people. Varied 
duties,
 semi -fun 
job. FT/PT. Also: could use a Mac 
Tutor & 
someone
 familiar with silk 
screening. Bob, 9844020. 
SMALL THRIFT STORE close to 
SJSU needs general 
help.  FT/PT 
flextime.
 Good job. Ed. 293-3763. 
MARKETING ENVIRONMENTAL 
We 
























experience a plus 






0 San Tunas Exp. 
Campbell,  CA (408)378.9760 
eoe/m/f/d/v drugfree workplace. 
COLLEGE  STUDENT -TO DO" UST 
Register for class _Roommate 
Place to love Student loan BLry 
books
 
_F1N15 A JOU!' _Strike
 
up a conversation with that nice 
looking person I met at registration,  
can't
 help you with every 
thing but we may be able to 
help 
you 
with a job. 
Would you like a position that 
will 
compliment
 AL:class schedule? 
Positions available througnout San 





3212 Scott Blvd. Santa 
Clara 
comer Scott/San Tomas. 
ADMIN ASST, PART-TIME, flee 
hrs. Downtown firm seeks sharp 
& friendly individual with excellent 





Must  be 
detail  
oriented. Computer experience 
helpful. 
Will








to 408/9930759, attn: John. 
SUMMER JOBS! HIRING NOVA 
6-8 P/T jobs earning $150 up to 
$450/week.
 RIOS filled on first 








Elem. school -age recreation 
prog..  
P/T from 2-6pm, M-F during the 
school year. turns into F/T 
or P/T) 
during 
sum, camp prog. Xlnt. sal. 
Los Gatos/Srtga. Rec. 
Dept.  call 
Janet







 fegu eras, camp leaders). 
IMMEDIATE





Swam Instructors, Camp Canselors, 








YMCA,  5632 
Santa Teresa Blvd. San Jose,  CA. 
SUMMER JOBS? 
Roughing It Day 
Lamp a 
traditionai
 Outdoor camp 
in 
SF 







 Instructors:  
horseback ride 
/ swim / fish / 
canoe / row / 
crafts / sports / 
mtn. biking / rock climbing. 
References,  experience and  
excellent DMV. 5162834795. 
LOOKING FOR A JOB 
Temporary  Permanent 
Part -Time 
We are 







your resume & tell us about your-
self. 
We


























869 El Camino Real 
Menlo Park 
(415) 3286687 (415) 3284526 
TELEMARKETING
 





 9am to 9pm 
7days a week. Hourly, plus bonus. 
Near Light Rail, Transit. 
Call
 Today. Work Tomorrow. 




Campbell...-.  408-364-2700 
Office positions
 also available. 
SUMMER  DAY CAMP JOBS 
Day Camp, Sports Carnp & Specialty 
Camp Director & Leader applications 
being 
accepted at the Central 
YMCA. Applicants must be ener-
getic. 
enjoy  working outdoors, 
have previous experience
 working 
with youth & have the ability to 
lead a variety of camp activities. 
For an application or more info. 
contact the YMCA at 2984717
 
or 
stop by 1717 The Alameda, 
Sari
 Jose. 
TEACH INDEPENDENT LIVING 
Skills  to Developmentally 
Disabled Adults in the community. 
Must have the desire to impart 













benefits at full 
time. 20-30/hrs 
per week. Call 248.4484. 
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING Posh 
tons are now available 
at
 National 
Parks,  Forests & Wildlife 
Preserves. 
Excellent benefds + bonuses! Call: 
1-206-971.3620 eft Nsalia 
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A FUN 
end rewarding job? Become a 
teacher or a subsitute for our 
school -age day care 
program.  
These are great positions for 
students. Most teacher positions 
are afternoons, M -F. Substitute 
positions are perfect for those 
who have only one or two after-
noons available. Units in ECE, 
Rec. Pay, Soc. or Ed are required. 
Please call Small World Schools 
at 408-379-3200 ext. 21. 
$257,000. My 2nd war income 
2 years out of college. Not 
multi -level, just an honest 
way to 
make good money. 
Call 800-946.1690. Free info. 
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED 
Earn
 to $25.00/hr salary + tips. 
Students needed 
in the immediate 
area. Full-time/part-time  
openings.  
Call today 1-415-968-9933. 







users. Toll Free 
1-800-898-















 ECE + exper, preferred. 




FT/PT Schoolage childcare (6- ECE) 
preferred. 





 who are 
willing to make a difference. 
Summer opportunity also 
avail-
able 
(childcare, camp, aquatics). 




SECURITY - ACUFACTS, INC. 







benefits to list! 











Cabs and Peer *or. 
torrid tie Cad eV
 
Party Rae. 




Rapid advancement! Training 
provided. People personality 
preferred.
 Call for  interview. 
408.244-4097.  
B ICYCLE MESSENGER SERVICE 
Parttime, am/an shifts,  ftroi hors. 




 Express. 22 West 
Saint John, San Jose.




ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED 
for egg donation. Desperate 
Asian couples need your help 
to conceive. Can you help? 
Ages 21-30, healthy and 
responsible. Generous stipend 
and expenses paid. Please call 
WWFC 1-510-820.9495. 
DOES YOUR






Southwestern, is looking to 
select 8-10 students from SJSU 
to work in our 
summer program. 























FAST FLNDRAISER Rase 5500 ei 5 
days-Gveks. Croups,
 fibs, motivated 
individuals.





STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I 
Only $57.00 per year. 
Save  30% - 60% 
on
 your dental needs. 





Member of Professional 





ROPENWORAL  GUITARIST now 
accepting students 
who  wish to 
excel
 in 





Intermediate or Advanced. Learn 
any style: Jazz, Blues,
 Rock. 
Fusion, Funk, Reggae. or 
Folk. 
Call  Bill at 408-298-6124. 
CRIME PREVENTION INFORMADDN 
1 -900-822 -COPS 
Personal Safety 












 )9-min max) 
18 yrs.










 ASSISTANCE any 
subject. 







 just a 
call
 
away? Harvard Ph.D. 
(former 
college 
teacher)  assists with 
research


















 and ideas 
on 








































$100,000+PoTumAL Hoe to 
make money 158. honest 
ways. $14.95
 for book. Send 
check today: Robert Hyatt, 
Box 2428.
 
Perceliville.  VA 
22132-2428 St -hid -Inc. 
HEALTH
 & BEAUTY 







or using chemicals. 
Let 
us perma-
nently remove your unwanted hair. 
Back  Chest - Lip Bikini
  Chin  
Tummy
 
etc. Students & faculty 
receive
 15% discount. First amt. 
1/2 price if made 
before  6-31-96. 
Hair 
Today
 Gone Tomorrow. 621 E. 
Campbell





TIRED OF UNWANTED HAIR? 
Electrolysis is the answer!! 










Call for appointment. 
Camelia's  Electrolysis Place. 
1190 brood, San Jose.
 9939093. 
Mon
-Sat./  Free 
Cons.  /Eve appts. 
All  Students Receive
 20%Discount 
ElECTROLYSISCUNIC. 
Unwanted  hair removed
 forever. 
Specialist. Confidential. 
Your own probe or disposable. 





Campus  Insurance Service 
Special Student Programs 
Serving  SJSU for 20 years 
"Great Rates for Good Drivers" 
"Good Rates for NonGood Drivers" 
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS 
"Good Student" "Family Multicar" 
CALL TODAY 2965270 




so open Saturdays 9-2. 
MUIR 
DENTAL PATIENTS WANTED for 
CA Dental Board Exam. Free 
cleaning,
 filling, 
and crown if 





For Your Educators! 
Apply for your share
 in millions
 of 






FREE FINANCIAL AIDI Over $6 
Billion  in public and 
private  
sector  






regardless of grades,  income. 
or 
parent's  income.
 Let us 
help.  











 Enroll in Packaging for 
eligibility. 
Scholarships  available for 
Spnng and 
Fall
 1996. Graduates 
receive 5 or more job offers. 
Staring 
salaries
 front $30k+. 
For details, contact Dr. Jorge 
Marconcles,
 Packaging Program 
Coordinator at 408/9243210, 
IS
 207 or CCB 200, 
COLLEGE FINANCIAL NEED? 
We can
 help. Private money.
 








these columns may refer
 the 
reader  to specific telephone 
numbers Of 





readers  should be 
reminded that, yawn meeting
 
these 
further contacts, they 
should 
require  complete 
Information before sending 
money for 
goods  a services. 
In addition, readers should 
cwefuNy 
Investigate





for  discount 
%mations 
or metchend Ise 
DAILY  
CLASSIFIED
 - LOCAL 
RATES  FOR 
NAnoNAL
 / AGENCY




 ad here. Line is 
30 spaces, including 
letters, numbers, 
punctuation  & spaces 
































$12  $14 
5 
linos  $7 $9 







$1 for each additional
 line 
Attar  the flfth 
day, rots 
Inoresses  by $1 
per day. 
First line (25 
spaces)  set in 
bold
 for no extra 
charge  
Up to 5 
additional
 words 


































 is Imated in  Dw,ght Bente! 
Hall.  Room 209 
 
Deadline  
10 00 am two 




All  ads are prepaid
 
U 
No refunds on cancelled
 ads 























 e4Ou5,r.;*  







































 for a 3 
line
 ad for 3 
days.  Ads 
must
 be placed 











 free, 3 








CAN. MARCIA 2669448 
Word Processing Service 'Fax 
Edrting/Forrnat 





Trashiest   MLA 
Grammar, Sentence Structure 
Nursing/Soc.  Vstork/English/History
 
International  Students 
Welcome  
Close










 Term Papers, 
Nursing  & 
Group
 Projects,  Resumes, 
Letters,  
Manuscripts.  etc 
WordPerfect 5 1, 
HP 
Laser  II. All 






 editing. Free disk 




dependable  arid prompt 
service. To avoid 
disappointment. 
call 
now  to 





















EXPERT  WORD PROCESSORS. 



























 Paul a Virginia 4082514449. 
NANCrS COMPUTER SERVICES 
Resumes






































'Manuscripts.  etc. 
Worked with SJSU
 Students & 
Faculty for 
over
 15 years. 
Quick 
Turnaround.







DO YOU HATE TO TYPE? 
Let me do 
















work  accepted 
ReportsThesesMLA/Turab
 
Expert in APA format
 
14111  eat 
SVP5 
1/60
 - Laser Printer Fax 
7 
Days
































WORD PROCESSING / TYPING 
Term 


















you tape interviews of people for 
reports





















































credit. June 17 
to August 6. 
Info- Julie





















owned  & 
operated. 






GOV'T FORECLOSED homes for 
pennies 
On $1. Delinquent Tax. 
Repo's, REO's. 
Your  Area. Toll 








IN THE SPARTAN 
DAILY... 












appear  in the next 1.,.,111'. 
9 Deer foot 






















































































































Obscure  5 Old French coin 
36 Artist's stand 
48 








Turnstiles.  e g 
41 Make 
lace 
50 "- of the 8 Adam and 
44 Bought
 by ma 
D'Urbervilles"








Former  10 Ah





Wide  open 
Stevenson

































 amenity Rorem  
56 Mimics 
















60 Close relative 
69 































II 11111  
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measuring  the 
extent




 reltictruit to 




The survey being 
released Monday was sent 
to members of the 
Computer Security litstitiP 
tion, a San Francisco-
based association of infor-
mation 
SCCUMV 
professionals. Only 428 
responses




The low response rate 
means results are not sta-
tistically 
meaningful,  said 
Ann Kalinowski, a statisti-
cian with 
Failure  Analysis 
Associated in Menlo Park,
 
Calif. 
More than a third of 
those 
who  did answer said 
their sYstem had experi-
enced 
nic. form on 
intru-
sion 01 unauthorized 
use  
within the last 12 months, 
and half the attacks were 
inside jt rbs. 
Floweer.
 those figuies 
would not reflect inttu-





pussibilin that those who 
did not respond 
is
 the sur-
vey have higher or lower 
rates of computer break -
Few 
respondents  said 
they 
would  
report  to law 
enforcement agencies
 if 
they thought they had 
been
 sit 
tirnized  most 




that's  accurate, it 
causes considerable con-
cern," said FBI spokestmui 
George Grotz. That tells us 
we've 
got  to do a better 
job of educating the pub-
lic as to our responsibili-
ties. Its
 a wake up call." 
The FBI's 
International  
Computer  Crime Squad's 
San Francisco office 
helped write the Survey, 
which Grotz defended as a 
"first  step." despite its 
imprecision. 
"A lot of computer 
crime and fraud goes 
undetected, or unreport-
ed. 












FRANCISCO Al)  
Strong
 winter storms and
 
recent
 cutting practices have 
stripped







 on the 
face  of the 
city's
 treasured 
park,  critics say. 
Most of the 
damage was 
done by winds and 
rains  that 
ripped through the 
126 -year-
old 
park  last year. 




ment  program 
say
 aggressive 
cutting  of 
cypress,
 pine and 
bluegum 
eucalyptus  is 
com-























Is ggecl out a pet le( LIV 
healthy section,"
 said Bill 
Minasian,
 a retired supervi-
sor  of gardeners. "People 
used to sit on benches and 
feed the blue jays. Now the 
traffic of 
walkers








workers cut five huge pines, 
also deeming them 
dam-
aged. Now 
visitors  see build-
ings and 
hear  traffic from 
nearby Martin




 of the park, a 
big oak 
fell in front of the 
Japanese Tea Garden. From 
the entry. instead of seeing a 
green canopy
 of leaves and 
branches,  visitors look into 










 Darts Sun lamer 
Rosella H. 
iwilson
 saw the Olympic 
tor( It rim du ough 
her  home town of 
Oho% in 
1984. 
"1 hav e pictures of me getting an 
autograph from a tort hbearer when I 
was 10 
years  old," said 
Rowlison.
 
TwelYe Years later she found her-
self as a torchbearer for the 1996 
Summer 
Olympics.  Rowlison was 
scheduled to run from the corner of 
Santa Clara and Market streets but 
ended up running down North Third 
Street, 
Thursday.  
An SJSU graduate 
from
 last 
December, she never thought she 
would have a chance to do such a 
thing. But when the opportunity 
came up, she took it. 
Last November, the San Jose 
Mercury News offered a contest 
to 








 had to 
submit
 100 word 
essays on their
 
hoinetowns  and list 
their  volunteer 
experience
 in the 
community.  
The 






 were granted the 
honor for their 
volunteer  work. 
Rowlison  was chosen for
 her work 
organizing
 volunteers to 
tutor  grade 
school and high 
school students in 
English and Spaiiish. 
"I 






(Mexican  American 
Community  Service 
Agency)  and 
Gayilan College," she said. 
After volunteering for MACSA, 
Rowlison has been working as an 
intern at the White House doing vari-
ous office duties since January. She 
performs various office duties for 
Tipper Gore
 and she said she is 
learning  how the government 
him - 
tions.  
The reason she entered the
 con-
test was not 
for  personal glory 
but to 
give back to 
her community. 






of me, it really
 
helped me  to 
develop
 and grow. It's 
kind 
of
 my way of 





to Rowlison said 
they 
believe carrying
 the torch is an 
honor 




think she's a good 
standard for doing 
this. She's 





Rowlison's  best 





 ever since she 
met  
her in seventh grade.
 "She deserves it 
because
 she's been doing a lot for
 a 
long time," Anger 
said. 
1 
have  pictures of me 
getting an 
autograph  from 
a torchbearer when I was 
10 years old. 
Rase& Rowlison 
SJSU graduate 
While her work with Lofgren and 
her past 
community
 work may have 
helped her get that internship, 




 By watching the 
torch go through Gilroy as a child,
 
Rowlison said she see's 
her run as a 
closure. 








From page I 
students came
 out to run around the track at Santa 
Teresa High School some eight years ago. 
Kohler  
remembers this seemingly ordinary day as a cor-
nerstone in her life. It  is the day she chose what 
will someday be her vocation. 
"Most of (the students) were just walking 
around, not very excited," Kohler said. 
She started racing after them and saying "'I'm 
going to beat you! I'm going to win!' They became 
so thrilled they started to run as fast as they 
could  
and laugh and smile", she said. 
"It was such a gratifying 
feeling,
 I made them 
feel special for a minute, and they 
gave  me the 
biggest  smiles," she said. 
Becuase she devotes her life to helping others 
master 
physical  activities, she was 
chosen
 to repre-
sent the San Jose community in the I clay toward 




Bill Kohler, 'Wendy's father, said, "She works 
hard and she has a lot of fun. She doesn't have to 
force herself to (volunteer), she does it because 
she
 wants to." 
Kohler said she wants to 
help  a lot. She coaches 
It's hard to pinpoint
 one reason 
that Wendy is a good candidate for 
the




both the mentally and physically
 challenged. She is 
actively involved in preparing students for 
the  
Special Olympics and is currently preparing a pre-
sentation on the blind and visually impaired which 
she will deliver in front of an international panel 
at
 
the 1996 Atlanta Paralympic games. 
Every Friday she teaches golf to recovering 
stroke victims and people who use 
wheelchairs   a 
program she developed herself. 
"After she realized 
that this will be her vocation, 
she 
jumped
 in with both feet," said Nancy 
Meaganson, 
Wendy's  adapted physical activity advi-
sor. 
All this and an honor student too. Kohler is 
president of 
Phi  Epsilon Kappa, an academic 
honor program and a service organization of vol-
unteers. 
Her father is one of the two people who submit-
ted 
essays
 explaining to the Olympic panel why 
Wendy would be an ideal representative for San 
Jose. 
Bill said, "It's hard to pinpoint one reason that 
Wendy is a good candidate for the relay. She has a 
good attitude towards everything." 
High school is where it all started for Wendy, 
and that's where she spends much of her time vol-
unteering. "She has volunteered more time than 
any other teachers," said Garcia. "She comes to all 
of our games and all the kids love her. 
"She doesn't show sympathy," Garcia said. 
"She
 is 
out  to help them. When they are running
 drills, 
she runs with them, and corrects them." 
Wendy's motto when working with people: Focus 
on what they can do, never focus on what they
 
can't. She said she is often 
surprised
 by what they 
accomplish. She ran for San Jose; she ran for what 















ST COVINA, Calif. (Al')  An 
elderly, gun -toting 
woman  apparently 
panicked during 
a gas station heist 
and couldn't
 kp) through with the 
stick-up,
 authonties said 
Sunday.  
Mary Ruth Blanco, 
71,  told police 
after Saturday's 
holdup  attempt that 
she 
needed
 the money to pay 
her  
taxes,  police Lt. Ray 
Nordin said. She 
was booked for




allegedly pulled a 
.32 -cal-
iber Colt handgun 
on a Unocal gas 
station attendant 
who was behind 
bul-
letproof 




 "Put the money in the
 
bate unflinching 
cashier  called 
police about 4:45 
a.m.
 and the armed 
woman got 
back into her 
pickup  
truck and fled. 
The cashier jotted
 down the license 
plate number
 and Blanco 
was  arrest-
ed at her West 
Covina  home 
about  
7:30 p.m. 
She  was 
being
 held on 
$50,000  bail 
at
 the medical
 ward of 
the Sybil 
Brand  Institute 
for Women. 
"She









about  owing 
$4,000























Is that a good thing? Maybe we 
ought  to rephrase 
the question: What do you use
 to launch your 
online adventures? 
If you had MSN's Custom Start 
Page, all the 
stuff  you like best and all the things 
you
 need most would be right 
there,  right in front 
of you. Web links and search engines,
 headline 
news,
 movie previews  even comic strips.
 
You pick what you want and forget the rest. 
www.msn.com. It's all 
that and, uh more. 
www.msn.comisjsu.htm  
Our cool site is your Custom Start Page. 
/ 
